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hormones and angiotensin-renin systems were evaluated. Postbiotics
possess a broad extremely perspective potential against different
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glycoconjugate origin. The action of protective lectin system involves
cofunctioning to other systems of recognition and effector action (antibodies, cytokines,
complement, antibiotics, drugs for chemotherapy). The action of the supersystem recognizing
viral and other pathogens directly or indirectly is described on examples of diseases
accompanied with Covid. On the basis of protein-glycoconjugate relationships and
interactions, factors and ways of designing antiviral vaccines are indicated. Prospects of
protective supersystem constituents are discussed. Expression and modulation of different
lectin type recognition systems as supersystem in organism can be considered as a new way
for development of new criteria for health of individual or contingents of individuals at the
level of cell-metabolite communications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bio-recognition - the main initiating event in the functioning of human defense systems. The
human body provides for the coordinated action of its own protective and microbialsymbiotic systems that recognize and bind pathogen-associated targets.[3,4,6] Examples of
such metabolite-cellular defense systems can serve as innate immunity (complement and
blood clotting systems, cytokine network, angiotensin-renin-blood pressure support system),
and also symbiotic/ probiotic microbiocenoses. Protein hormones (cytokines with a broad
spectrum of action) together with receptors form a glycoconjugate-recognizing (GC) defense
system. Probiotic microorganisms exhibit evolutionarily developed properties useful for
humans, producing a range of metabolic postbiotics. The latter include products of the life
activity of symbiotic / probiotic microorganisms. They include not only low-molecular
(antimicrobial peptides, including bacteriocins), but also high-molecular substances,
compounds and their complexes such as adhesives and enzymes, biosurfactants (BS),
exopolymer compounds (EPS), cell wall components (proteoglycans) and probiotic lectins
(PL).[1,5,7] The biological properties of postbiotics are diverse and vary in sets of postbiotic
systems (PS).[1,5,7,32-35]
Lectins include proteins, their (oligo) peptide derivatives of non-immunoglobulin nature, as
well as complexes that recognize and bind carbohydrates and GC (natural or their synthetic
polymer analogues, www.lectinity.com), initiating activities against infections and
pathologies caused by them.[3,4] Lectins regulate the human metabolism, exhibit the
properties of metabolomebiotics and are communicators. They are involved in a network of
metabolites-cellular and intercellular relationships, strengthening the immune system.
The goal is to present modern ideas about protective postbiotic and other systems of nonimmunoglobulin nature against diseases accompanied by Covid on the basis of our own
results and literature data.
2. Therapeutically significant Postbiotics and PS[5,7,33,34]
An analysis of the literature indicates the usefulness and effectiveness of postbiotics (their
combinations as PS coupled in a productive final action) against a wide range of different
diseases initiated by pathogenic microorganisms and viruses or in connection with hereditary
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and acquired metabolic disorders in the body. So, postbiotics make a health contribution in
cases of enterocolitis, dysbiosis, food, allergies (interfering with normal vaccination),
hepatitis, neurodegenerative diseases, hair loss, pathologies related to insulin and antibiotic
resistance, disorders of fat and other metabolism.
PS of lactobacilli and bifidobacteria are the most studied. According to our data,
antimicrobial action of Acilact can be implemented with the participation of PS – peroxidereductase products under conditions of oxidative stress, caseinate products - at the level of
action of the peptides and on the background of reducing allergenicity and PS involving sets
BS (their generation depends on the strain). One of the Acilact strains (K3III24) is the
dominant source of pronounced amounts of bacteriocin-like complex forms. Bifidobacteria,
in addition to the production of BS (involved in the delivery of peptides), are characterized by
varying images of PS, represented as strain-dependent sets of EPS (cleaved by endogenous
depolymerases) with delayed antimicrobial action.
The action of postbiotics is realized in the metabolically directed axes [7, 32, 45, 58, 59] with a generalized formula for the implementation of postbiotics "Biotopes of mucosal
cavities of the intestinal tract - Other types of tissues and organs". The metabolic
relationships of intestinal postbiotics with the liver, kidneys, lungs, brain, skin, and blood are
established (it is possible to postulate the expansion of connections with other organs and
tissues). PS are characterized as multi-functional and multi-vector, pleiotropic and multidirectional. They include immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory, antitumor, anti-allergenic
(the latter in cases of, for example, fermentolysis of polymer allergens with hydrolases),
regulating the production of cytokines and other important types of effectors. The directed
axial nature of the functioning of the metabolic network implies recognition of characteristic
targets (including GC-containing ones) by postbiotics. The functioning of PS, including lectin
type ones, is similar to the GC-dependent functioning of the PL and PL-GC networks (further
recognition of GC types is modified in complexes with PL is possible) of the mucosal
biotope.
3. The main areas of PS research
*Transition from empirically established multi-action of postbiotic fractions (probiotic
culture fluid supernatants) to identification of the relative contribution of mono/bi/
multicomponent postbiotics and PS to the effector result.
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*Construction of a new substation with the use of specific directional and predictable
fermentation (selected types and combinations of isolated enzymes or enzymes in probiotic
cultures).
*Development of technologies for using fractions of bacterial cell walls and their components
as PS in combination with prebiotics.
*The use of PS in the prevention and accompanying treatment of diseases (systemic, primary
and secondary, including autoimmune) and their combinations, including microbial and viral
nature (including Covid).
*Expanding the consideration of groups of diseases and pathologies when using a single type
of postbiotic or PS to detail and further standardize the multi-action of the drug.
*Unlimited expansion of taxonomic and strain composition as sources of potentially new
synergistic PS against the background of solving the problem of minimizing and optimizing
the required PS.
*Transplantation of intestinal microbiomes as sources of combined PS for accompanying
therapy.[59]
*Study and application of eukaryotic PS (yeast origin, with the leadership of the available
and industrially significant genus Saccharomyces), including those with antifungal
potential.[7,37]
*Design and use of synergistic combinations of PS with phytobiotics, innate immunity
factors (cytokines, cytokine-like proteins, complement, pattern-recognizing receptors (PRR),
and metabolites).[7]
*Use of enzymebiotics (when considering communicative probiotic bifunctional enzymes
with lectin and adhesive domains/(sorption modules) for polysaccharides and GC as
postbiotics).[31]
*Use of postbiotics products of microbial Trp and Tyr metabolism (for example, the use of
the Acilact (and its strains) and probiotic bifidobacteria cultures potential.[33,34]
*Use of PS against diseases involving eukaryotic pathogens such as Candida and Protozoa
origin.[7,32,49]
*Study of the PS impact on viral diseases using examples of rotavirus (RV) diarrhea, viral
hepatitis

(C

and

related

variants),

viral

pneumonia

(RSV),

and

Covid

pneumonia.[10,11,18,25,41,48,53,60]
*Use of PS against tumor cell cultures and to prevent the development of tumors in
vivo.[7,9,42,47]
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*Use of PS (synergistic and partially alternative) in connection with side effects of
antibiotics.[7,43]
*Postbiotics against oxidative stress in tissues and organs (in the regulation of the enzymatic
antioxidant system of the blood, intestines, and liver).[7]
* Development and application of PS in connection with children's diseases.[7,38,54]
*Development and application of PS in connection with food allergies.[7,40]
*Development of medical biotechnologies for designing PS:
- at the level of the controlled cell-wall fragmentation application;
- based on GC with a known structures;
- - based on micro/ nanoparticles and vesicle carriers of PS.
* Study of the PS effect on vaccines due to the PS multi-action[7,20,56] in aspects of:
- surface cell proteins of Gram-positive bacteria as components of PS and communication
ingredients of vaccines;
- vaccines and immunomodulatory postbiotics;
- postbiotics in conditions of vaccine action (maintaining the natural normal level of
metabolism);
- vaccines as GC, including those operating with the participation of the PS protection.
4. Prospects for the Study and Application of postbiotics
Glycosylation and production of GC are important factors in the development of vaccines and
humanized glycoproteins.[8,20] Promising sources of synergistic sets of mucosal antimicrobial
postbiotics involved in the GC recognition and binding serve human intestinal bifidobacteria
and lactobacilli cultures. Individual postbiotics and PS that interact with GC exhibit the
properties of lectins.
The linked network nature of the PS action indicates broad prospects for the PS using
following aspects of studying and applying postbiotics in the future are of interest
*Search and investigation of new types and combinations of PS.
*Lectins as sources of postbiotics and PS with potential for therapy.[5,33]
*Development and application of PS in connection with solving fundamental problems of
science:
- expanding functions of cellular immunity according to communication network of axial and
other metabolic type defense systems common to the body;
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- strengthening of biotopic infra - and signal functioning structures that are antagonistic to
pathogens and pathogenesis factors, participation in the creation of highly resistant to
pathogenic factors of age-related relationships of PS and body defense systems;
- multivalent compensation by the PS network for insufficient antibody protection;
- establishment (including empirically – for culture supernatant and its fractions) of
promising PS compositions in connection with the tasks;
- study of the following PS action mechanisms:
-organ systems of open cavities: deeper detailed considered directions/ relationships between
the intestine compartments; between intestines and urogenital tract, intestines and
oropharynx;
-- in cases of disease initiated by a viruses;
-- in cases of diseases initiated by eukaryotic pathogens ([49], our data);
- typing of metabolic axes (typing of the network metabolomes with establishment of a set of
co-functioning biochemical markers functionally linked within PS studied or tested);
- construction of functional food (search of key (co)factors), including composition of
nutrient media or food additives, to enhance existing activities and/or regulate/switch
activities in a given/wishable direction (against group of diseases, normalization of the type
of metabolism, etc. [7]);
- ordering the action of postbiotics in the PS based on their interaction with GC in order to
develop therapeutic/(therapeutically significant) and synergistic with antibiotics PS.[5,33,34]
5. The effects of protective non-immunoglobulin systems of the body against pathologies
and diseases due to the presence of Covid
Covid viruses (SARS-CoV-1, SARS-CoV-2 and other groups of beta-1-Covid) cause Covid19 diseases, are able to affect almost any (all) organs, show multi-functionality/ multi-action
in target damage, act on vascular systems and cause rapid and, in some cases, significant
amplification and adverse modification of existing chronic and systemic diseases. Therefore,
it is particularly important to take into account the multi-functional multi-organ pathologyrecognizing body defense systems that act as deep communications for superstructure antipathogenic attacks.[1,2,5]
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5.1. The role of glycans in initiating and amplifying diseases in the presence of
coronaviruses, including Covid variants.[8,12,14,17,20,23,24,29,41,55,58]
Marked high potential of the diversity of Lectin—Glycans/Glycosphingolipid interactions
and their regulation in interprotein recognition processes involving carbohydrates as a coreceptor and co-determinant in the dissemination Covid in the body, as in cases of the
SARCS CoV-2 lectin-like S-glycoproteins.[29]
Examples of the mutual recognition by natural GC - glycoproteins (envelope spike [Spike]
trimer S-protein) of the Covid virus shell and receptor binding domain (RBD) of another
glycoprotein - angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 - ACE-2 (Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2,
EC 3.4.17.23) on alveolar epithelial cells to assess the contribution and role of GC (for
example, non-protein configurations of glycans) and carbohydrates in the recognition and
binding of Covid, including under interactions of lectins and GC. Upon contact with ACE-2
hydrolase, the protein S is cleaved into non-covalently bound S1 and S2 subunits, which are
important for virus entry into the cell. Contact events are regulated by the density of the
glycan layer and the variety of N-glycosidically bound (Asn-) and O-glycosidically bound
(Ser/Thr-) glycans (including the ratio of complex and oligomannoside types of glycans) on
the surface of both interacting glycoproteins (up to 40% of the protein surface).[8,14,17,24,41,58]
Glycans affect the conformation of glycoproteins and form epitopes of corrective interaction
in contacts. This is used in the design of vaccines against Covid.[17,23] The protein-S glycan
shield serves as a therapeutic target for influencing the Covid molecular machine, for
inactivating the virus, and for producing viral particles for use as vaccines.[17] In connection
with the design of vaccines, it should be considered, for example, the effect of negatively
charged diacetylated sialoglycans (Neu5,9Ac2-alpha-R) of the complex type in the protein S,
as well as the enhancement of the effectiveness of the protein-S-based vaccine in the presence
of an additional glycoengineering alpha-galactosyl epitope (Gal-alpha1-3Gal-beta14GlcNAc-R).[8,23]
As another way to combat Covid, it should be considered the construction of nanosurfaces
loaded with antiviral polysaccharides (potential PS, including those with minimal chemical
modifications) by "layer-on-layer"/ regulation of protein masking.[41] At the same time, in
relation to the interaction of the Covid glycoprotein with a single binding site of ACE-2 in
respect

of

penta-and

longer-eiko-oligosaccharides

of

heparin

(acidic

sulfated

glycosaminoglycan), they have the ability to prevent the interaction of Covid with human
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cells against the background of maintaining a normal blood-clotting system (the system
includes a lot of lectins such as ficolins and others).[19,50,55] The association of ACE 2
imbalance with dysbiosis (i.e., with a violation of the distribution and functioning of normal
PS in mucosal biotopes) is considered as one of the key factors of low recovery in Covid
patients of varying age.[51]
Another example of the involvement of intermolecular lectin-GC interactions in the spread of
Covid infections is the involvement of the viral control ―protein-virion-associated receptor –
destroying lectin hemagglutinin esterase dimer‖ acting on multivalent GC in binding of the
coronoviral protein S to the beta1-receptor of host cells.[12] As a result, the coronavirus adapts
to the human/ patient respiratory tract glycome (the ability to switch protein-carbohydrate
interactions).
When the SARS-CoV-2 protein S1 is expressed in the affected lung, the inhibitory receptor
lectin NKG2A/CD94 is modulated on NK cells and the HLA-E/NKG2A pathway
corresponding to the specific cascade intercellular reception of large-scale T-cell
counteraction to viruses is activated using a variety of attacking specific cellular
subpopulations of innate immunity.[4,13]
Individual functional features/differences in the recognition of human cells of very similar
SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV (serve vaccine candidates) were noted.[27] These include
affinity for the cell receptor and the immunological ability of the virus to invade: a) RBD of
the SARS-CoV-2 protein S is characterized by a greater affinity for the ACE2 receptor in
comparison with SARS-CoV; b) RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 protein S can be located in one
―up‖ and two ―down‖ conformations, which indicates a predominant adaptation of the virus
against the host's supracellular immune supervising.
5.2. Protective effects of complement system in relation to and against pathologies and
diseases burdened by the presence of Covid.[16,21,26,28,31,39,57]
In Covid patients, systemic complement activation is registered, especially expressed within
classical and lectin pathways, which leads to severe pulmonary insufficiency against the
background of increased patient mortality.[26] Therefore, a general strategy to combat Covidassociated diseases is to target the whole or limited functioning of the complement system.
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Consumption of C4 and/or C3 in the body with Covid infections leads to a decrease in normal
levels of these complement components.[16,21,26] This is expressed in a decrease in the deposit
of C4b (from C4) or C3b (from C3) fragments on the CR1 complement receptor lectin and
the deposit of C4d (from C4) fragment in red blood cells of patients with Covid-19.[26,30]
Covid-19 infections cause a greater decrease in blood flow levels of lectin-like components
C4 and C3 (C4/C3) compared to SLE status. Both types of the disease lead to the
development of antiphospholipid syndrome (AFS) and, as a consequence, thrombosis
(therefore, it is possible to increase the syndrome in patients with SLE in the presence of
Covid infection in the body).[16,38]
Patients with SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV-1 are characterized with significantly increased
activity of the lectin complement pathway.[26] reduced blood serum mannan-binding protein
(MBP – another lectin of the complement system) through the viral activation of protease
MASP-2 in complex with MBP, which initiates lectin complement pathway and generate C3convertase (EC 3.4.21.43) by cleavage of C4 (additional consumption of C4/С3 in the body)
and C2.[21,28,30] The coordinated action of complement with the blood clotting system was
observed at the level of a variety of MBP and MASP variants (including the use of the same
basic molecular forms of lectins and MASP-type ingredients that make up complex
lectins),[50] which should increase the variety and effectiveness of anti-virus attacks. As a
result, a supramolecular ensemble is formed that further lyses any cells opsonized with the
virus. In addition to the lectin pathway, C4/C3 is consumed in the classical and alternative
complement pathways, which ultimately (in all variants of these shunt pathways) lead to lysis
of affected cells.
Thus, C4/C3 manifests itself as a ―basis for superstructure‖ - key multifunctional system in
demand in various shunt cascades of metabolic-cellular complement reactions, which can
adapt to identified pathogen images by switching and reorienting protective responses
(economization and universalization of responses is achieved using a minimum number of
participants in lectin recognition in nodal cascades of divergence and convergence of the
metabolomebiotic network).
Therapy strategies usually consist in limiting/ switching complement activation by partially
disabling selective cascades of reactions in the complement metabolic-cellular network,
including in connection with the linked functioning of the coagulation/ thrombosis system
(the system taking into account the Covid action status). Therapeutically significant in cases
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with Covid infections may be inhibition of the development of C3-related reactions and
blocking of the C5 complement component, which prevents hyperinflammation and
thromboinflammation in patients with Covid.[38] Options for limiting the effect of
complement in patients due to Covid exposure to factors B and H (the latter is a typical
(Sialic acids)–binding lectin with fine and superfine pattern specificity) are considered.[57]
5.3. Impact of EPO in relation to Covid infections.[22,36,44,45]
EPO, namely, a system of multiple forms that can interact with GC and exhibit a wide range
of network interactomic biological activities, including through GC-sensitive cellular
reception in many organs (lungs, liver, heart, brain, and others), is a candidate for
accompanying/ supporting/counteracting/ adjuvant therapy of patients with Covid
variants.[22,36,44,45] Since EPO functions as "more than an erythropoiesis hormone" (it
participates in an extensive network of reactions with cellular receptors of other functional
purposes, but involving the recognition and binding of GC), it is possible to implement tissue
antiapoptotic effects, especially in organs affected by Covid-19.[36]
5.4. The protective role of PS in preventing the spread and amplification of Covid
infections in the body.[10,11,25,41,46,60]
The relationship between dysbiosis in the body and the status of pathology (type of disease,
its progression, age characteristics) in the presence of Covid infections is considered.[10,25,51,60]
The directions of antiviral action of PS are emphasized in accordance with the metabolic axes
"Gut—Lungs" and "Gut—Brain".[10,11,25,46] Thus, in the "Gut—Lung" direction, the
microbiome is involved in cross-talk in cases of patients not only with Covid, but also
(possibly against the background of) chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), cystic
fibrosis, lung cancer, respiratory allergies, and asthma.[46]
Other metabolic axes of the anti-cancer effect of PS are also possible, since Covid infections
are able to affect almost any organs and tissues. The prospects of PS in the direction of
"Intestine—Prostate" remain open (men are more susceptible to diseases with Covid, diseases
are accompanied by infertility, hair loss), which involves the participation of the
transmembrane bifunctional protease "Serin-2" (TMPRSS2).[52]
Postbiotics have the potential to serve as biomarkers of metabolism adequate to the current
status of Covid disease. Along with regulatory polysaccharides and EPS, acidic postbiotic
microbial oligosaccharides and their derivatives seem to have the potential for anti-Covid
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action, similar to animal-derived oligosaccharides, as in the case of heparin.[41] In general,
there are prospects of PS in preventing the spread of coronaviral and other types of viral
infections in the body, as well as combinations of infections burdened by the presence of
Covid, in the development of therapeutic and preventive strategies and preparations against
groups of diseases.
The ways of effective health-supporting effects of a non-immunoglobulin GC-recognizing
super-system with postbiotic and probiotic responses to the presence of lectin-GCrelationships of Covid and other viral infections in the body discussed above open up reserves
for the design of antiviral vaccines.[15,20,27]
6. CONCLUSIONS
The above data indicate that in the case of a PS
1. Postbiotics act as PS (cofunction within PS), which is expressed in countering groups of
diseases (determining the composition of groups and directions of metabolic axes are
under development). Acting in the direction of functionally linked metabolic axes, PS
increase the safety of the body, increase the resistance of microbiocenoses of biotopes,
tissues and organs to pathogenic and other environmental stress factors.
2. PL serve promising sources of therapeutically significant PS and other health-supporting
types of PS. Highly molecular PS (mainly enzymes and their modulators, EPS and BS,
polysaccharides and peptidoglycans) involved in the conversion rearrangement of PS
compositions are promising.
The body's metabolic-cellular defense systems are coordinated hierarchically and
synergistically in a single super-system of defense with probiotic and postbiotic effects.
Antibody/ immunoglobulin systems act as superstructures based on basic non-antibody
systems. On the example of Covid infections, pathologies and diseases, the protective
potential of the healthy human/ patient metabolites-cellular super system is demonstrated.
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